
HELLO…



TALK…

Thanks for inviting!

Inspirational talk on space and technology...

...and leave the learning to the experts



ME…

Andreas Lykke-Olesen, Ph.D, Architect MAA, Kollision, DK

The role of technology in architecture

Space as Interface

Interaction design | pervasive computing 



KOLLISION…

We do research and development within the small gap 
between citizen participation and advanced interactive 
interfaces



DESIGN…

We believe planning, architecture and design is one circle

“Interaction design is design of the acts that define 
intended use of things.” 
(Hallnäs, L. and Redström, J. 2006) 

Close to learning? 

 



SPACE AND MEDIA

Development of media and learning environments

Historical perspective

Use of physical context derived from media properties 

[ SKOLETID ]

http://kollision.dk/en/skub


PLAYFUL INTERACTION…

Vision for the future working environment

Technologies are here...

...seamless infrastructures are not 

Start combining

 

[ VIDEO ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wobkFBZ-sQY


MEDIA AS ARCHITECTURE…

Architecture is the envelope for life

Materials are media – the digital is one, bricks another 

Spaces become responsive 

From informative surfaces to communicative surfaces



AELIA…

Attention | Experience | Learning | Influence | Action

Involvement and participation

[ DEN IGANGVÆRENDE BY ]

http://kollision.dk/en/dib


AELIA…

A good learning environment?

Let users take the floor



AELIA…

A good learning environment?

Let users take the floor



AELIA…

In dialogue space

Technology as a potential key 

[ URBAN CANVAS ]

http://kollision.dk/en/urban-canvas


SOME IMPORTANT THEMES…

Empty space vs. programmed space



SOME IMPORTANT THEMES…

Empty space vs. programmed space



SOME IMPORTANT THEMES…

Embedded technology vs. BYOD



SOME IMPORTANT THEMES…

“Flexible” space vs. “flexible” space



SOME CHALLENGES…

Technology as collaborative frame!?

The volatile properties of digital media

Google docs...

[ 3D TABLETOP ]

http://kollision.dk/en/3d-projection


SOME CHALLENGES…

The magnetic power of the screen

Space as display

[ HEAT LAB ] [ HOG ]

http://kollision.dk/en/heatlab
http://kollision.dk/en/house-of-green


SOME CHALLENGES…

Filtering data

Exploiting different platforms

[ YOUTUBE ] [ TWITTER ]

http://tinyurl.com/c98xl8k
http://tinyurl.com/77dh3v4


WRAP UP…

From IT as an opponent - enforcing a certain practice

To IT as a companion - serving as infrastructure/memory - 
creating new cultures of practice

Blended learning requires blended spaces



WRAP UP…

IT is a fantastic design material, relating humans, space 
and data...

...but the ends do not always meet

IT is dispensable…

...space is not!



…WORLD!


